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CHEST DIAMOND

MATCH TO UPPER SECTION
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UPPER SECTION

MATCH TO LOWER SECTION

THESE ARE 1/2 PATTERNS—FOLD PLATES ON DASH-DOT LINES
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LOWER SECTION
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PATTERNS ARE SAME FOR BOTH SHOULDERS
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THES EARE 1/2 PATTERN S—FOLD PLATES ON DASH-DOT LINES
PAULDRONS

PATTERNS ARE SAME FOR BOTH SHOULDERS
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FOLD LINE

THESE ARE 1/2 PATTERNS—ALIGN PLATES ON DASH-DOT LINES
These are 1/2 patterns—align plates on dash-dot lines.

Patterns are same for both shoulders.

Lower section

PAULDRONS

Assembly view
L. THIGH

UPPER SECTION

These are 1/2 patterns—align plates on dash-dot lines

Reverse completed pattern for right thigh
Match to lower section
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THESE ARE 1/2 PATTERNS—FOLD ON DASHED LINE — — OVERLAP PLATES ON DASH-DOT LINES